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A. Appendix

A.1. Human Evaluation Results

In this section we include further analysis and additional

details of the human evaluation results reported in the main

paper. In Fig. 1 we provide a breakdown of single-image

human evaluations for the EditBench Mask-Rich prompts,

illustrating the average proportion of objects and attributes

correctly rendered for each model. Focusing on a conser-

vative bar for performance, correctly rendering at least one

of the three objects-attribute pairs in a Mask Rich prompt,

Imagen Editor achieves over 85% across comparisons. This

further supports the conclusions of the main paper, object-

masking (IM vs. IMRM) improves object rendering, at-

tribute rendering, and attribute binding (i.e., object and at-

tribute both correct, far right column).

Impact of Mask Size. In Fig. 2 we report single-image

human evaluations by mask size (Small, Medium and

Large). In general, performance trends are consistent with

the aggregate results, however object-masking (IMRM vs.

IM) is more beneficial for small and medium masks than

with large masks. For reference, Fig. 3 provides examples

of the different mask sizes in each bucket.

Single image vs. Side-by-Side. A key consideration in

evaluating text alignment was whether to compare model

outputs side-by-side, in keeping with prior works [1,3,4,7],

or whether to evaluate each model separately – judging a

single image at a time. We report both but focus primarily

on single-image evaluations for two reasons:

• Fine-grained Evaluation. While it is reasonable to ask

the annotators simple comparative questions such as

which image matches the caption better?, the task be-

comes more cognitive taxing and prone to error when

multiple attributes and objects are compared [2].

• Avoiding Combinatorial Explosion. The single image

format facilitates pairwise comparison without elicit-

ing judgments for a (often impractically) large num-

ber of model pairs when more models are investigated.

In addition, we avoid exposing annotators to the same

outputs multiple times, which might introduce expo-

sure bias.

While the single image evaluation format may be subject to

calibration biases, i.e., not all annotators will have the same

threshold for judging correctness, we control for this by en-

suring that all model evaluations are performed in a batch

presented in random order to a large pool of annotators.

Significance of single-model human evaluation. We in-

clude 95% confidence error bars calculated with bootstrap

resampling in all single-model human evaluations (Figs. 7,

9 and 10). If error bars do not overlap, the difference in

scores is significant. In particular, the difference between

Imagen Editor and the other models is significant in all

cases. We confirmed this, as suggested, using the one-sided,

two-sample proportions z test. Illustratively, when compar-

ing Imagen Editor’s overall image-text alignment perfor-

mance (Fig. 7) vs the next best model the p-values were

as follows for each prompt type: Full, P = 3.5 × 10
−10,

Mask-Simple, P = 2.0 × 10
−8, Rich, P = 5.2 × 10

−7.

In Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 (correlation between automatic met-

rics and human evaluations) the 95% confidence intervals

calculated with bootstrap resampling are <1%.

Sampling Strategy and Number of Evaluations. In sin-

gle image evaluations we evaluated 4 edited image samples

for each prompt from each of the four models. In total this

gave: prompts (240) × prompt types (3) × image samples

(4) × models (4) = 11,520 outputs rated by annotators. In

the side-by-side evaluation of Mask-Rich prompts, we eval-

uated 3 model pairs (Imagen Editor vs. Stable Diffusion,

DALL-E 2 and Imagen EditorRM), resulting in: 3 × 240

(images) × 1 (prompt types) × 3 (votes from different anno-

tators) = 2,160 ratings. In side-by-side evaluations, an im-

age was selected at random from the 4 samples per model.
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Figure 1. Single-image human evaluations on EditBench Mask-

Rich illustrating the number of objects and attributes correct.

Comparing IM vs. IMRM, object-masking improves the rendering

of objects and attributes as well as attribute binding.
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Figure 2. Single-image human evaluations on EditBench by mask

size (columns) and prompt type (rows). Imagen Editor is preferred

in all comparisons and object-masking during training is particu-

larly beneficial for small masks (IM vs. IMRM).

Annotators. We use a total of 18 US-based annotators

and the evaluation load was spread approximately equally.

Each annotator spent roughly ∼30s per prompt.

Crowdsourcing UI. We illustrate the actual interface

used in our human evaluations in Figs. 5, 6.

A.2. Imagen Editor object masking

We apply a bounding box based masking strategy for Im-

agen Editor, which is an adaptation of random mask pol-

icy used in previous work. During training the mask is the

union of a random mask and an object detection bounding

box as described in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3. Examples of different mask sizes from the Small, Medium and Large buckets reported in Fig 2. Mask sizes were determined by

binning mask-to-image area ratios into 3 quantiles as follows: Small (5.7–21.5%), Medium (21.5–36.9%), and Large (>36.9%).

def get_mask(image):

# Binary mask using random masking policy.

# 0 indicates the masked region.

random_mask = get_random_mask(image)

# Call the object detector to get the top

# bounding box prediction.

bbox = get_bbox_from_image(image)

# Create a mask from the bbox. Specifically, set the

# region enclosed by bbox to 0s.

bbox_mask = get_mask_from_bbox(bbox)

mask = bbox_mask * random_mask

return mask

Figure 4. Bounding box based mask generation for Imagen Editor.

We adapt the random mask policy used in [5, 6].

A.3. Examples and Failure Cases

In Fig. 7 we provide further examples comparing outputs

from Imagen Editor when trained with object-masking vs.

random masking. We find that object masking makes

the model noticeably more robust when handling richer

prompts with more details of objects and their attributes. To

illustrate the variety of samples evaluated from each model,

in Figs. 8–11 we illustrate sampled outputs from Stable Dif-

fusion, DALL-E 2, Imagen EditorRM and Imagen Editor re-

spectively.

Imagen Editor Failure Cases. In Fig. 12, we further ex-

plore Imagen Editor failure cases. We focus on attribute

types as Fig. 1 shows that, even in the case of more com-

plex, Mask Rich prompts, models are relatively strong at

getting the majority of objects mentioned correct. As is

consistent with our breakdown of Mask-Simple prompts by

Attribute type, a qualitative review of Imagen Editor failure

cases on Mask-Simple prompts supports that Imagen Edi-

tor is fairly strong on color and material. Where there were

failure cases the objects or the colors tended to be uncom-

mon (i.e. “butter-colored” letters or “silver” llama in the

figure). Size and shape are admittedly often more challeng-

ing because they can be more ambiguous. Yet still there

are a handful of cases where the size attribute appears to

be ignored (i.e. “tiny octopus” in figure). In almost all

cases, some object and often it’s more common attributes

are inpainted (an example of this is the “pentagon-shaped

block” instead of a cube-shaped block). Finally, count is

notoriously challenging and the most clear failure case of

the various models. Rarely do they render too many objects.

Almost always they render far too few, often over 50% of

objects are missing.
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(a) Full prompt single image evaluation with binary selection for overall text-image alignment.

(b) Mask-Simple prompt evaluation where annotators assess existence of the correct object and attribute separately and together to measure correct attribute binding.

Figure 5. Crowdsourcing UI illustration: Full prompts & Mask-Simple prompts.



(a) Mask-Rich prompt evaluation, which is similar to Mask-Simple (Fig. 5b) but involves 3 pairs of attributes and objects.

(b) Side-by-Side evaluation. The second (text-image alignment) question only appears after the first (realism) question is answered.

Figure 6. Crowdsourcing UI illustration: Mask-Rich prompts & Side-by-side evaluations.



Figure 7. Additional examples comparing the random and object-masking strategies on Mask-Simple and Mask-Rich prompts. Imagen

Editor is substantially more robust at handling richer attribute/object specifications, as confirmed by human evaluations.



Figure 8. Stable Diffusion examples.



Figure 9. DALL-E 2 examples.



Figure 10. Imagen Editor (random masking) examples.



Figure 11. Imagen Editor (object masking) examples.



Figure 12. Imagen Editor failure cases by attribute. Material - the blocks don’t quite have the transparency property you’d expect of letters

encased in a glass box. Color - the llama is not quite silver colored in any case. The object “llama” is object type = “uncommon” denoting

that a “silver” llama is likely out of distribution for the model and therefore, more challenging. Size - the octopus is never quite “tiny” this

is wrong in at least two ways: not absolutely (with respect to the image size), nor relatively (compared to the car). Count - count is among

the more challenging attributes and anecdotally, models are often off by 50% or more. Shape - all image samples revert to the standard

shape for a block: a cube.
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